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REMARK ON HSU·DU NEW ALGORITHM FOR THE LCS PROBLEM

A. Apostolico
Department of Computer Sciences
Purdue University

West Lafayerte.lndiano. 47907

ABSTRACT

One of the time bounds claimed by Hsu and Du for the

modification of Hirschberg's strategy set up by them is not correct.
This is of some consequence, notably, it voids the claim, made

else~

where in the same paper, that the proposed algorithm performs better
than the Hunt-Szymanski's strategy in cases of sparse matches. In fact
it is pointed out here tbat just the opposite is true. In addition, there
are other cases in which the new algorithm fails to achieve the superior performance that the authors cairn, namely, all cases where the
number of matches is large compared to the length of the shorter
input string.

- 2In their recent paper

Oli.

the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) Prol;.iem

[HD], the authors present a modification of Hirschberg's strategy that requires

o (n "logs) preprocessing and

0 (porn -log (n/m )

-~~~~-,of=two=input=strings=A=and=B.

+ p"rn) processing time to find an

LeS

Here=n=and-m-~=n--are=-the-leIigtbs-of-'-B-and---1\:7,
--~~~

respectively; p is the length of the LeS C, and s is the cardinality of the alphabet.

C'Je will conform to tbe terminology and notation in [HD], throughout.)

In formulating this result (Theorem 2 in [HDD, however. the authors also claim

for their Algorithm 1 a bound of 0 (K "log(pn IK)

+ K), in terms of the number K of

keys ( = the minimal k-candidates in [HI]) in the matrix L [i J] associated with the

input strings. (Actually, p is missing from the statement of Theorem 2, which might
be attributable to a mistake in printing. At any rate, reasoning in terms of the bound
which appears in the statement of the theorem would have the only effect of
strenghtening our point.) In a variety of applications, K Zlay be much smaller than
the number P of points (pairs of matching positions) of A and B, which would lead
to the conclusion tbat Algorithm I always outperforms asymptotically the 0 (P ·[ogn)
Hunt-Szymanski strategy [HS], a conclusion that is indeed reported in [HD] at the
beginning of Section IV. Moreover, according to the cl::im, pairs of input strings
characterized with approximately m"n matches but with a;[ very close to p (in the
extreme case, say, the two identical strings A = B = alJ) would be processed by Algorithm 1 in time proportional to p ·logn -

m ·logn (< n, for n »

m) versus the m "n

required by [HI] and the m·n ·logn required by [HS}.

It is easy to check that the 0 {K '[og (pn /K) + K) oOL!nd does not follow from,
and in fact does not accurately reflect, the analysis which ;.:; offered to substantiate it.
The only bound that can be consistently drawn :rom tha:: :::'ilalysis for the processing

•3-

time taken by Algorithm 1 is 0 (m·p

+ K -log(pn IK) + K). This rests on the immediate

observation that Algorithm I consists of two nested loops. the

out~er

oIte going

through p iterations, the inner one through exacly m iterations. For the reader's ccn-

~~~~~"'venience,J4.lgonih17i 1 of Hsu:D"u=',",s"ir'>e"pii'roi'au"c"e"'
id d'C··l'-fj"e"io"w:;7:~~--~~~------~~~~~
Algorithm 1
"" A [1..m J. B [L.n J are the input strings; Low [i] points to the smallest j -value to be
considered at row i; with e=A [fl. High [8] points to the largest j -value to be considered at row i; Thresh is the current threshold; PB[O,l]" . PB[B,N [B]] is the
ordered list of j.vaIues for which B[j] is an occurrence of the symbol a in B ••

o

Low[i] = 1
K ~0
Repeat

/

for i = I to m

~

2

mgh[A[iJ]

3
4
5
6
6./

K~K+/

62
6.3
6.4

N[A[i]] for i

~

/ 10 m

K"}'[K] ~ 4>
Thresh = 00
Cor i = I to m do

a ~ A[i]

if Low[i] s;N [aJ
begin
j ~ PB[a, Low[ilJ

Case 1. j> Thresh

Righ[a] ~ Low[i]
Case 2. j = Thresh
Righ[a] - Low[i]
Low[i] ~ Low[i] + /
Case 3 . j < Thresh
Key(K) - (ij)
Find (t, i, Low, High, Thresh)
Thresh = j

Righ

[aJ ~ Low[i]

Low[i] = t

+1

end {if}

end {for}
unlil K"}{K]
p ~ K -1

~

4>

It is interesting that, for each of its p·m overall iterations, Algorithm 1 performs
at least one operation not inherent to .:he control of those iterations, namely, the test

- 4·
(6.2) above. It is also noteworthy that the cases that the authors report among the
best for Algorithm 1 turn out in actuality to rank among the worst ones.

Indeed, in -the "dense" case, reported above, of two fdent-lc-af s[rin'~g"s";c;;o;;n;;s'"is;;t;'in::g;-.c~~~~~
of n repetitions of just one symbol of the alphabet, Algorithm 1 spend!: the k -th
iteration of the outer loop running through k -1 instances where test (62) is not

passed, one instance of Case 3 and n -k instances of Case 2, in successi·:m. Another
extreme occurs when one considers the very "sparse" case of two identical n-symbol

strings, both representing some permutation of the integers 1,2•... ,11. In this case the
k -th iteration of the outer loop in Algorithm 1 consists of Ie -1 failures of test (6.2),

one instance of Case 3 and n -k instances of Case 1. In general, given any input of
size m + n, it is not difficult to transform it into another input of size 0(n + m) that
forces

Algorit~m

I to execute at least 0(p'm) non-control instructions. For instance,

bol not appearing in A and B, and then run Algorithm 1 with input A' and B$ .
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